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Abstract: This article deals with optimal allocation of responsive capacity in a capacitated supply network in order to
mitigate disruption risks of such supply networks. It provides a decision tool that enables a decision maker to plan for
contingencies a priori, so that disruption impacts are minimized. A game-theoretic framework of attack and defense is
applied to identify facilities to protect with capacity backups. The problem is formulated as a hierarchical mixed integer
optimization model and solved to optimality through implicit enumeration of defense strategies by utilizing a binary search
tree. We present numerical examples and key managerial insights.
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1. Introduction
Capacity backups are considered as more cost effective mitigation strategy than strategic stocks or inventory for
major disruptions. This article investigates optimal allocation of backup capacity volumes and optimal selection of response
speeds of adding such backup capacities so that contingent supply flows during disaster events are more cost efficient. The
disruptive event is considered the one due to premeditated attacks on a set of capacitated facilities from an intelligent
adversary such as terrorist attacks. This assumption and analysis is in line with the research related to critical infrastructure
protection commonly known in the literature as interdiction-fortification or attack-defense models.
A majority of quantitative models involving interdiction-fortification disregard capacity issues and are less practical
in realistic situations. Capacity issues are considered in Scaparra and Church (2012), Aksen et al. (2010), Aksen et al. (2014)
The temporal aspect of capacity addition however has been ignored in all of these works and are based on the assumptions
that backup capacity are instantaneously available. We argue in this research that such assumptions are unrealistic and the
temporal dimension of capacity addition should be explicitly included in developing realistic protection planning models.
In this article we introduce temporal aspect of capacity additions in developing a protection plan through capacity
backups. Within the attacker-defender framework, we solve the defender problem of deploying an appropriate level of
response speed in addition to the capacity volumes. The solutions enable cost-effective contingency operations for mitigating
disruption impacts due to attacks on critical supply facilities.

2. Model Formulation
We consider a network of multiple capacitated facilities j Є J supplying a single product to a set of customers i Є I
with a finite demand for the product over a multi period planning horizon t Є T. The protection planning problem for this
network is formulated as a tri-level optimization model (Eq. 1-13). The notations of the model are listed as follows: I: set of
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